Abstract-The rapid development of the wireless communication technologies, including wireless sensors, intelligent mobile devices, and communication protocols, has led to diverse mobile devices of accessing various context-aware systems. Existing context-aware systems only focus on characterize the situation of an entity to exhibit the advantage of contextual information association. The contextual information can represent semantic implications to provide decidable reasoning services, but it has no mechanism to facilitating the interoperability and reusability among heterogeneous context-aware systems and various mobile devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Context awareness was first discussed by Schilit and Theimer [1] to develop context-aware systems that allow users to access information and services according to their current context, including location, time, identity, activity, and preferences. In [2] , authors have defined context in terms of the situation of an entity. An entity may be a person, device, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application. A system is context-aware if it adopts context to provide relevant information and services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user's task [3] .
Context-aware systems require an exhaustive volume of communication to ensure the context-aware information exchange between information providers and consumers. As new standards, technologies, protocols, sensors and mobile devices continue to emerge, the main problem of existing context-aware systems is the lack of an uniformly access to cope with the heterogeneous effects, including various context presentation, context information, mobile device constraints, and context middleware [4] . To allow interoperability among the various context-aware systems and mobile devices, a common standard is needed to uniformly access context information provided via a fundamental infrastructure. The Web 2.0 technologies provide a catalytic solution to this problem.
Within the last two to three years, the Internet has greatly changed our way of sharing resources and information. As well known, Web 2.0 is recognized as the next generation of web applications proposed by T. O'Reilly [5] . The main feature of Web 2.0 applications is that they provide a medium for the sharing and exchange of resources [6] [7] [8] . These resources, such as Web feed and Web API, allow web developers to take advantage of these resources to enrich their own applications or produce new integrated solutions by integrating resources, which they could not have provided on their own. Many Internet companies have enabled easy access to the web resources that they provide. Anyone can create a new integrated application with these resources. This new way of building applications has also created a new method of thinking of the Internet as a resource. When an application combines resources from different websites to produce a new web application it is called a Web 2.0 Mashup [7] .
Mobile Web 2.0 [9, 10] The previous researches [11, 12] have focused on location information as an important aspect of context. A variety of context-aware systems have been developed for various application domains [13, 14] , such as mobile applications [15] [16] [17] , e-learning [18, 19] , Web services composition [20] [21] [22] , and healthcare systems [23] [24] [25] . While they are not Web services-based, some of them are distributed systems, and they have introduced and implemented various context-aware techniques. In [10] , authors present a context-aware mobile Web 2.0 service architecture that connects user context and community information with the web services.
The main problem of the mentioned above contextaware systems is that it only focuses on associating context information with user activity. However, they ignore the sharing and exchange of context information to facilitate the interoperability and reusability among heterogeneous context-aware systems and various mobile All of the layers are involved when sending request from a context-aware client to a context-aware application. Therefore the upper layers have to rely on the lower layers to process the context-aware resources over the ubiquitous Web [26] . Web Feed layer is used to distribute users regarding changes of contents at some context-aware systems. Web API layer is used to facilitate data exchange between context-aware applications and allow the creation of new context-aware applications. The Web Presentation layer provides independence from differences in context information representation by translating the format from application format to a valid markup language for a specific contextaware client device. Everything is Web 2.0 application specific at the Web 2.0 Application layer. This layer provides Web 2.0 application services for end-users. Figure 2 shows the semantic structure between context-aware application and Web 2.0 Mashups as a UML class diagram. The UML class diagram has as goal to give a graphical overview of the domain concepts and the relations among them. 
B. Context Information
Context information can be acquired from heterogeneous and distributed sources, including sensors, profile files, and applications. A Web feed contains a structured information source which is written in XML to facilitate the machine-readable. This means that Web feeds can be used to automatically transfer context information from one context-aware system to another, without any human intervention. One major feature of Web 2.0 is to adopt Web feeds to build a more maintainable and cooperative Web. Web feeds allow both context-aware systems to publish frequently updated context information such as Weblog, news headlines, location, time, identity, activity, and preferences. RSS [27] and Atom [28] are currently the two main formats of Web feed. RSS is a family of Web feed formats specified in XML standard. There are three different version of RSS, namely Rich Site Summary, RDF Site Summary and Really Simple Syndication. The Really Simple Syndication (RSS 2.0) is the most widely used. Unlike RSS, Atom is proposed RFC 4287 and is defined with XML schema.
Besides XML-based Web feeds, JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is another option for data exchange in the various context-aware systems. JSON a lightweight computer data interchange format that a text-based and human-readable format for representing simple data structures. Its main application is in Ajax web application programming, where it serves as an alternative to the traditional XML-based data format. The XML-based data format is more complex than JSON, which is specifically designed as a data interchange format.
Using Web feeds to present the context information have a few advantages. (1) Users can be notified of new context information without needing to visit the contextaware systems. (2) Web feeds provide summaries of context information together with hyperlinks to the full versions of the Web content. (3) Web feeds allow users to pull the context information they are interested in rather than data being pushed to the users.
C. Context Service
Context services are developed to support a reusable solution for context acquisition to simplify the development of context-aware applications. This study argues that it is more appropriate to adopt Web API for context services to allow for the integration of Web services technologies via a rich and open Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)/XML-based API. Web API provides more interactive web technologies than was possible in context-aware applications. 
D. Context Presentation
Web presentation technologies are mainly to provide a valid markup language for context presentation on a specific context device. The same context information needs to be rendered differently on different context devices. By considering the physical and performance constraints on a context device, such as screen size, memory size, and connection bandwidth, a significant challenge in context information rendering is automatically converting heterogeneous markup based documents (in formats such as HTML/XHTML, KML, WML and VoiceXML) into the desired XML-based format, which can be understood by a specific context device. The heterogeneous markup-based context information conversion is a type of transcoding [32] , which is a technology used to adapt the visual output of context information so that they can be viewed or processed by the multiple devices of context-aware systems.
HTML is widely regarded as the standard publishing language of the Web environment. XHTML (eXtensible HyperText Markup Language) a reformulation of HTML 4.0 based on XML standard. It is intended to be used as a language for content that is both XML-conforming and operates in HTML 4.0 conforming user agents. Based on XML, XHTML is relatively easy to extend new elements or additional element attributes for general user agents. AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is not a new technology or language, but a new framework that combines various existing technologies, including XML, XHTML, XMLHttpRequest [33] , and JavaScript. With the promotion of the XML and JavaScript, the AJAX framework becomes a basic ingredient in Web 2.0 applications. It supports a more interactive presentation of context-aware application has enhanced online collaboration and sharing context information among users. Context-aware Services provide Web feeds to distributing fresh context information for context-aware applications. The study argues that the classic contextaware system can survive in Web 2.0 trend by publishing Web feeds. Therefore, the classic context-aware system can serve as a Web feed provider.
IV. THE MOBILE WEB 2.0-BASED CONTEXT-AWARE ARCHITECTURE

▪ Mobile Transfer
Mobile Transfer serves as a context-aware information broker for accessing of the wireless sensor network. It consists of information collector and information transformer. The information collector receives the context-aware information from sensor network through wireless communication. The information transformer listens to the consumer's request to acquire the context-aware information form information collector, and then converts the contextaware information into a XML-based document to response to consumer.
The MWCA platform offers two different modes, push-based approach and pull-based approach, to send context information to mobile clients. The push-based approach provides timely propagation of up-to-date context information to mobile clients with SMS message. While the pull-based approach allow mobile clients at any time and any place to check for context information updates at MWCA platform. Push-based approach emphasizes real time, and pull-based approach focuses on convenience. Figure 4 . The devices relevant to MWCAMS are described in Table 1 . In the MWCAMS, employee attendance records are collected through the IP-Link 3200, transferred and stored into the ASUS P320 and then provided to the ASUS TS300E5 through Internet. A sample client was built using Java Server Page (JSP) and AJAX to query the ASUS TS300E5, and display the employee attendance information in real-time. It serves as a GSM cell phone to transmit SMS messages over a GSM network just like an ordinary cell phone. GSM modem requires a SIM card to work and can be connected to computer to be used as modem for the SMS sending/receiving. HP iPAQ 212 (Mobile Client)
It is a PDA that displays employee attendance information based on XHTML pages. MSI U100Plus (Mobile  Client) It is a small notebook that displays employee attendance information using RSS reader. 3.1 It parses the employee attendance information to filter the available information. 3.2 It encodes the employee attendance information to an XML-based document, as shown in Figure 5 . 3.3 It sends the XML-based document to ASUS TS300E. 4. The step is a kind of pull-based approach that users actively read the context information form MWCAMS. The various devices, such as mobile PDA or notebook, can send a request to ASUS TS300E5 with the employee ID to browse the employee attendance records. The XML-based attendance document can be converted to various XML-based documents, such as XHTML (shown as Fig 6. ), to display in mobile PDA (HP iPAQ 212). 5. The step is a kind of push-based approach that MWCAMS actively sent context information with SMS message to users.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> <attendance id="20101006"> <employee id="AID02123"> <name>Ha-Yau Wang</name> </employee> <department id="MIS002"> <title>Computer Center</title> <manager>Dar-Wan Hsu</manager> <room>CMI-100-2W</room> </course> <record id="MIS:AID02123:wq:001"> <rollcall>first</rollcall> <status>presence</status> <time>Thu, 06 Aug 2010 09:00:00 GMT<time> <sensor>IPLink3200-123</sensor> <middleware>ASUS TS300E5</middleware> </record> ……. </attendance> Figure 5 . Partial code of XML attendance information <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> <rss version="2. 
A. Heterogeneous Evaluation
The heterogeneous assessment contains context information independence, context presentation independence, and context service independence. The study adopts MWCA as a generalized architecture of mobile Web 2.0 context-aware applications. Table 2 shows significant comparisons between the Web 2.0 technologies and MCF based on the heterogeneity. The independence of the platform and the hardware allows for a lightweight and simplified evolution of more complex mobile context-aware applications. Furthermore, the constructs in the proposed MCF and MWCA are not specifically designed to match one particular contextaware application. Therefore, they can support the heterogeneity to develop various mobile Web 2.0-based context-aware applications. 
Context presentation
The attendance information is rendered in XHTML for mobile PDA.
B. Performance Evaluation
This section presents a preliminary experiment for evaluating the performance of the context information transcoding and the response time of context presentation. The Transcoding Engine of MWCAMS is a kind of template-based transcoder [34] , which adopts some transformation language, such as XSL, XSLT, and CSS, to describe rules for transforming XML-based document. Currently, the Transcoding Engine of MWCAMS has offered three XSLT style sheets, XML2XHTML, XML2RSS, and XML2SMS, to convert XML-based context information to XHTML, RSS, and SMS, respectively. The test scenario contains three context presentations, namely XHHTM, RSS, and SMS, displayed in Figure 4 .
The experience conditions are described as follows: The response time of MWCAMS can be evaluated along two fronts. Firstly, the response time of pull-based approach, which underlies the context information transcoding and Internet transmission, evaluates how the response time of the MWCAMS increases when the number of the request increases. Secondly, the execution time of push-based approach, which underlies SMS Web Service and GSM communication, evaluates the increasing trend of the execution time of the MWCAMS when the number of mobile device increases.
The pull-based response time contains the context information transcoding time and Internet transmission time. This experiment evaluated the MWCAMS as a context-aware broker that processed from 100 to 500 requests. Table 4 shows the average values obtained for pull-based response time. Notably, the threshold value for request number was about 400. When request number was lower than the threshold value, average response time was about 0.3 seconds. Conversely, when the number of concurrent requests increased beyond this threshold number, response time increased very rapidly because both I/O consumption and contextual information transcoding performance increased substantially.
The push-based execution time contains the SMS Web service execution time and GSM communication time. Due to the limited number of mobile devices and the cost of sending SMS, the actual test of the experiment can only send SMS to 20 different mobile devices. The experience results of the push-based average execution time are shown in Table 5 . We observed that the average execution time of SMS Web service and the number of mobile device increase in equal proportion. The average time of GSM communication is about 3.1 second. Additionally, this tests show that the execution time of SMS Web Service takes a very limited percentage of the receive SMS time (about 1%). It is worth noting that a significant variation on push-based execution time result form variable GSM communication. Context-awareness is a very important feature for ubiquitous computing to enhance current context-aware applications by finding right context information and right context services in the right place at the right time. The main limitation of Mobile Web 2.0 is that it lacks the computer-interpretability to support knowledge representation for context-aware applications. One future work is to investigate how to integrate Semantic Web technologies [35] into Web 2.0-based context information to facilitate the implementation of intelligent Mobile Web 2.0-based context-aware applications. In recent years, cloud Computing is an emerging computing paradigm to facilitate the rapid building new generation of information systems via the Internet. Another topic for future work would be to extend MCF to support the Mobile Web 2.0-based context-aware applications for cloud computing environment.
